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Congestion Detection for QoS-enabled Wireless
Networks and its Potential Applications
Ramneek Sekhon, Patrick Hosein, Wonjun Choi, and Woojin Seok
Abstract: We propose a mechanism for monitoring load in quality
of service (QoS)-enabled wireless networks and show how it can be
used for network management as well as for dynamic pricing. Mobile network traffic, especially video, has grown exponentially over
the last few years and it is anticipated that this trend will continue
into the future. Driving factors include the availability of new affordable, smart devices, such as smart-phones and tablets, together
with the expectation of high quality user experience for video as
one would obtain at home. Although new technologies such as long
term evolution (LTE) are expected to help satisfy this demand, the
fact is that several other mechanisms will be needed to manage
overload and congestion in the network. Therefore, the efficient
management of the expected huge data traffic demands is critical if
operators are to maintain acceptable service quality while making
a profit. In the current work, we address this issue by first investigating how the network load can be accurately monitored and then
we show how this load metric can then be used to provide creative
pricing plans. In addition, we describe its applications to features
like traffic offloading and user satisfaction tracking.
Index Terms: Cellular networks, congestion, long term evolution
(LTE), mobile data offloading, pricing, quality of service (QoS),
scheduling, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

VER the last few years, there has been a tremendous increase in mobile data traffic. According to statistics from
Cisco’s visual networking index 2014–2019 [1], the global mobile data traffic grew from 1.5 exabytes per month in 2013 to
almost 2.5 exabytes by the end of 2014 and the monthly data
traffic is expected to surpass 24.3 exabytes by the end of 2019.
The growth has been exponential due to a number of contributing factors. Firstly, there has been a huge increase in the number
of mobile data users and the number of smart connected devices
on the network. As indicated in the traffic and market report by
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Ericsson [2], the number of mobile-connected devices exceeded
the world’s population in 2013. Nearly half a billion additional
mobile devices and connections were added in 2014 [1]. Secondly, these mobile devices are becoming more powerful and
thus are able to consume and generate more data traffic. Smartphones account for nearly 88 percent of the total growth in mobile data traffic due to the availability of data intensive applications and their ease of use. Finally, the availability of high
capacity intelligent networks has further led to the widespread
adoption of smart devices. In short, the rapid increase in the
number of mobile data devices, subscriptions and the data intensive applications supported over them has led to a continuous
increase in data traffic as well as average data volume per subscription [3]. Video traffic accounts for a majority of the traffic
increase and it is anticipated that almost three quarters of mobile
data traffic will be video by the end of 2019. This is of concern
because interactive video traffic is resource intensive (high bit
rate with delay constraints).
In order to meet this quickly growing demand, operators and
network planners have focused on various channel allocation
schemes and spectrum efficiency improvements in order to allocate resources more efficiently to users [3]. Some of the solutions include building new cell sites, reusing spectrum, offloading data onto other networks such as Wi-Fi and using femtocells.
However each one of these has its own limitations. Although it is
expected that carriers and service providers can manage capacity
for a couple of years, the demand is inevitably going to exceed
the available spectrum, leading to congested and overloaded networks. This can lead to an increased number of dropped calls,
reduced data rates and increased prices and hence lower user
satisfaction.
Pricing is now considered as a new means to control congestion [4]. The data plan (price and allowance) affects user behavior as the users are inherently price-sensitive. Low prices
drive up the number of users and a larger data allowance typically drives higher volume per user. Pricing thus becomes a
means for traffic management and congestion control. Naturally,
there is a delicate balance between pricing and user performance
(i.e., improved performance for a user should come at a cost).
There must also be a balance between operator revenue (to fully
utilize the resources) and customer satisfaction (excess capacity to allow for load fluctuations) and this is achieved through
proper congestion detection and management as well as admission control algorithms. The challenge in providing support for
the expected rapid growth in video applications can therefore
be addressed by proper load monitoring and adjustable pricing
schemes, which is what we propose in this paper. Proper load
monitoring is critical for the network performance as congestion
can significantly degrade performance and user satisfaction.
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The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we provide a
load detection mechanism to monitor the load on the network.
Secondly, we propose some applications of this load metric,
such as a simple, flexible pricing scheme for quality of service
(QoS)-based services. This scheme is beneficial to users as it
allows them to dynamically request and pay for improved network performance whenever they need it. The proper monitoring of the network load ensures that additional users, additional
flows per user and enhanced performance guarantees can be provided without significant degradation of service to those users
already being served. In addition, we discuss the application of
the above metric in triggering mobile data offloading to Wi-Fi
networks or femtocells and in the monitoring of user satisfaction.
The paper has been organized as follows: Section I describes
the problem being addressed; Section II provides an overview of
QoS scheduling and the details of the proposed congestion detection mechanism, Section III includes the pricing model with
illustrative examples, Section IV describes other applications of
the proposed metric and Section V contains simulation results
which illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
II. CONGESTION DETECTION
In this section we provide the details of the load monitoring
and congestion detection approach. Since it is based on information from the scheduler, we will first provide an overview of
the QoS based scheduling.
A. An Overview of QoS-based Scheduling

j∗ = arg max{Fj′ (~r(n))} = arg max{µj (n)Uj′ (rj (n))}. (5)

Several schedulers have been proposed for scheduling users
over a shared packet data channel. Some of them support QoS
guarantees, e.g., [4], while others only maintain some degree
of relative fairness. Long term evolution (LTE) provides a QoS
framework and so we focus on how a generic QoS based scheduler works. First we provide a mathematical formulation of the
scheduling problem and show that the optimal solution can be
obtained using a gradient ascent method. We then introduce the
notion of barrier functions that we use to enforce the QoS demands. The formulation of this shared resource allocation problem, as provided by Kelly [5], is as follows:
maximize F (~r) ≡
subject to

k
X

k
X

Ui (ri )

(1)

i=1

ri < C

(2)

i=1

over ri ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

same also holds for the objective function F . Since the feasible
region is compact, a unique optimal solution exists, and can be
found by Lagrangian methods. The optimal set of rates, which
we denote by {ri∗ }, has the property that Ui′ (ri∗ ) is the same for
all users. Note that this optimal point can be computed explicitly. Assume that (exponentially smoothed) user throughputs are
computed as follow

 (1 − τ1 )ri (n) + µiτ(n) , if i served in slot n
ri (n + 1) =

otherwise
(1 − τ1 )ri (n),
(4)
where µi (n) is the bit rate of user i if served during the nth
period, τ is the time constant of the smoothing filter and ri (n)
denotes the average throughput that was previously computed.
If Ui′ (ri (n)) denotes the gradient of the utility function of user
i at the start of the nth frame and let Fj′ (~r(n)) denote the gradient of the objective function in the direction of serving user
j, then the standard dual-ascent algorithm can be used to determine the value of j with the largest gradient and move to the
maximal point along that direction. However in this case such
arbitrary changes are not possible. If a user is chosen then that
user is served and the throughputs are updated. This determines
the amount of movement in the direction corresponding to serving the jth user. Therefore, the dual-ascent algorithm reduces to
finding the maximum gradient direction and serving the corresponding user. One can show that the maximum gradient direction (i.e. user to be served) is given by

(3)

where
k = the number of active users competing for the channel,
ri = the average throughput of user i,
C = the channel capacity,
Ui (ri ) = the utility function of user i.
In this formulation, the utility function has been defined in
terms of user throughput but similar formulations are also possible for other QoS metrics such as delay. If we assume the utility function to be strictly concave and differentiable, then the

j

j

Assume that the provider charges the users based on the number of bits delivered to the them. In this case, the utility is a
linear function of the average throughout of a user and hence
U (r) = αr for some constant α. The resulting scheduler will
pick the user for which:
j∗ = arg max{µj (n)}
j

(6)

which essentially means picking the user with the highest
achievable bit rate. This results in maximum sector throughput
and hence maximum revenue.
If the well known proportional fair utility function is used
then U (r) = log(r) and hence the resulting scheduler picks the
user such that:


µj (n)
.
(7)
j∗ = arg max
j
rj (n)
This provides some degree of fairness at the expense of reduced
sector throughput (since users in bad conditions must also be
served). The utility function can be designed to provide QoS
guarantees. This can typically be achieved by including with
it some "barrier" function that penalizes movement into areas
where the QoS requirement is violated. For example, if a lower
bound on throughput is required then an appropriate barrier
function can be chosen that will result in a rapid decrease in utility as the throughput approaches the throughput threshold [6].
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B. Load Metric for Congestion Detection
The main reason for providing this review of the scheduler
is to point out how it contains information that can be used to
determine the congestion level in the network. We will refer to
the gradient defined in the previous section as the priority function and hence the user with the largest priority function value
is served at each scheduling decision. Note that in 4G networks,
such as LTE, multiple users are served in a frame and so in this
case these “scheduling decisions” are made multiple times for
determining the users to be served in a frame. For our purposes
we can ignore these details.
When a user is served (allocated more resources), its gradient
(priority function) decreases and when it is not served, its gradient increases. The net result is that all users approach some common gradient (the optimal point for convex optimization). This
common gradient changes as the load on the system changes. If
the load is high (and users receive few resources), then the common gradient is also high. Hence, by monitoring the average
of the gradients of the served users over time, one can monitor
the load on the network. Note that this approach holds whether
the utility is a function of throughput and/or delay. This metric (average priority of served users) will be used to detect the
congestion level and to determine whether or not users can be
“boosted” to achieve increased QoS guarantees. As discussed
earlier, the user to be served is given by
j∗ = arg max{µj (n)Uj′ (rj (n))}
j

(8)

and hence if we denote
p(n) = µj ∗ (n)Uj′∗ (rj ∗ (n))

(9)

as the priority of the served user and take a geometrically filtered
average of this metric as
p̄(n + 1) = ǫp̄(n) + (1 − ǫ)p(n)

(10)

for some filter constant 0 < ǫ < 1 then the metric p̄(n) can be
used as a measure of the load at time instant n. This filter constant ε determines how much memory (or degree of smoothing)
is included in the estimation of the average priority. Typically, a
value of ε = 0.99 will provide sufficient memory.
To illustrate how this metric can be used, let us consider a
simple scenario. Suppose that we use the proportional fair utility
function for scheduling users and, in addition, we also wish to
ensure that a minimum throughput rmin is maintained for all
the users. Let µmin represent the minimum rate that can be
achieved by a user. This is the rate that would be achieved by a
user at the edge of the cell. We assume that users with a signal
to interference and noise ratio (SINR) smaller than that needed
to achieve this rate are no longer able to maintain a connection.
As the loading increases (due to either more users in the cell or
more users in bad radio conditions), we find that p̄ will increase.
When it reaches a value of p̄ = µmin /rmin , any further increase
in loading will cause the throughput of the edge user to drop
below rmin . Hence, if new users are blocked when p̄ reaches
this threshold we maintain acceptable throughput levels for all
users. A similar approach applies when we consider QoS based
services as well.
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To further illustrate the novelty of the proposed metric for
load detection, consider the following examples. Consider the
case of identical users with the same channel conditions. If the
number of users is slowly increased then the frequency at which
each one of them is served decreases (as more users have to be
served). This leads to a decrease in their throughput. Hence,
the priority function for that user increases (because the priority
function (gradient) decreases as the user throughput increases).
Since this will happen with all the users, the priority function
for all the users will increase, which will result in a higher overall priority. Hence, the proposed metric (gradient or the average
priority) reflects the congestion in the system. Consider another
scenario with a fixed number of users. If all the users move from
the center of the cell to the edge their signal strengths will decrease which will result in lower SINR and decrease in throughput for each one of them. Hence, similar to the above scenario,
this will lead to increased priorities for all users and hence an
increased average priority indicating an increased network load.
Note that this metric works whether the utility is a function of
throughput and/or delay.
C. Related Work
Congestion detection is a fundamental issue in networking
and it is even more important for networks that are capable of
provisioning QoS, as the QoS guarantees provided to the end
users must be continued as the load on the network increases.
Most of the existing end to end congestion control mechanisms
are based on transmission control protocol (TCP) or its variants
(e.g., [7], [8]). However, the TCP congestion control mechanism
was initially designed for wired networks where it was assumed
that the packet loss occurs because of buffer overflows at the intermediate nodes. Such assumptions are true for the wired networks in which the bandwidth-delay product is low. However,
in the case of wireless technologies, such as LTE networks, such
assumptions are no longer valid as there are a number of factors
(such as handover, interference, noise, multi-path fading, etc.)
other than congestion that can cause packet loss in the network.
Several congestion control mechanisms have been proposed
for LTE systems and heterogeneous wireless networks. For instance, the congestion management approach in [9] is based on
the media-independent handover protocol (MIH) where the congestion state, obtained from the radio resource control layer,
is used in making vertical handover decisions. However, they
mainly focus on node mobility and the decision is based on the
network capacity and the number of available resources. Also,
the application priority or type of traffic is not taken into consideration. In addition, [10] studies the combination of various queue-aware scheduling algorithms and congestion control
mechanisms. In case of [11], the total load on the network is defined as the sum of the load on each bearer, and is compared to
the threshold value for congestion detection. If the load remains
above the threshold, for some stipulated time period a subset
of bearers are dropped until the load reduces to an acceptable
value. In this case removing the low priority bearers every time
can lead to fairness issues and it is possible for the cell to become overloaded before congestion is detected.
Some of the existing congestion control mechanisms are
based on parameters such as internal queue length, service time,
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inter-arrival time, and power variance. Such parameters have
high processing overhead as they are dependent on the processing at the intermediate nodes. In addition, for video and streaming applications, parameters such as energy variance might have
no impact. Another set of algorithms are based on measuring
performance metrics such as throughput, latency, jitter, queuing
delay, packet loss rate, etc. over time to indicate congestion in
the network. However, it is challenging to measure such parameters as queuing delay reliably and such techniques may result
in false detection in a number of scenarios. Additional examples are (a) congestion detection based on number of users (this
technique was good enough for voice where the bandwidth per
user did not vary much but it is not feasible for data intensive
applications since one user can consume a large percentage of
resources), (b) monitoring the total throughput (this technique
works well if all the connections are throughput intensive, for
e.g., web browsing but not if there are delay sensitive applications such as voice over Internet protocol (VoIP)).
The proposed algorithm is a low cost solution for congestion
detection as it is based on measurement of the average priority
over time and is not dependent on intermediate nodes for this
information. It works well in wireless scenarios and is more
robust than the existing techniques as it takes the QoS into consideration.
III. DYNAMIC QOS-BASED PRICING MODEL
In general, a good pricing model must be (a) simple, so that
customers can easily understand how they are being charged,
(b) fair, so that those who require more resources should pay
accordingly and (c) efficient, so that the cost and complexity of
implementing the scheme is minimal ([12], [13]). The current
pricing plans are typically based on limits on data usage. The
increased data allowance per month results in higher cost of the
associated plan. Once a user reaches their data limit they must
pay for additional data at a higher cost per bit than for their subscription plan. Note, however, there is no consideration of QoS
in this case and users are provided with best effort services. With
the advent of LTE and WiMAX, operators can now provide QoS
based services. With QoS, a simple data usage based model is
no longer valid as, for example, an application such as VoIP may
require significant resources but the number of bits transmitted
is small. This is due to the fact that VoIP is delay sensitive and
in order to support low latency the allocation of resources is less
efficient. Firstly, the payload of each VoIP packet is small and
hence the overhead incurred is large. Secondly, when a VoIP
packet arrives for transmission over the air, it cannot be queued
excessively. This means that it may have to be transmitted even
if the radio conditions are not favorable. In contrast, data packets can be queued until radio conditions are favorable and hence
more efficient transmissions are achieved.
A. Proposed Pricing Strategy
Once QoS is implemented, the users must then pay according
to how tightly their QoS guarantees are provided. Better QoS
requires more allocated resources, which in turn should be reflected in higher pricing. Resources (bandwidth, power, time
etc.) are allocated through the scheduler at the enhanced node

B (eNodeB) for both uplink and downlink transmissions. In the
case of LTE, bandwidth is allocated in resource blocks (RBs).
In the downlink, power is typically allocated uniformly across
all RBs and in the uplink, power is allocated based on the uplink
power control algorithm. Therefore, we focus on the scheduling
of RBs across users.
According to the proposed pricing strategy, the subscription
plans will be classified in terms of the QoS requirements of different user applications.The users with high QoS requirements
must subscribe to higher service plans. The higher subscription
plans will guarantee a higher degree of QoS resulting in higher
pricing as compared to the lower service plans. The scheduler
prioritizes users and allocates resources based on this ordering.
As discussed in the previous section, this priority can be a function of throughput and/or delay depending on which QoS metric
is of concern for the flow. Note that if a particular service requires constraints on both throughput and delay, then typically
one of them will be dominant and so resources can be allocated
based on the more stringent QoS requirement. Packet error rate
is handled by the hybrid ARQ re-transmission mechanism and
jitter is not covered in LTE.
As discussed above, over time all users will approach a common priority level (which we call p̄). Consider a throughput
based priority function such as that used in the proportional fair
scheduler. If we denote the achievable rate of mobile i by µi
(assumed nearly constant over the convergence period) and the
achieved throughput by ri then the associated priority level is
given by µi /ri and in steady state we have
p̄ =

µi
.
ri

(11)

Now suppose that we apply some weight κi to the priority of
this mobile while performing the scheduling. The value κi will
depend on the service plan that the user is subscribed for. The
limiting throughput as a function of this weighting is given by
ri =

κ i µi
.
p̄

(12)

Note that in reality, the limiting priority p̄ will change as κi
changes but for a sufficiently large number of mobiles (which is
the case in 4G networks) this dependence will be small. We
therefore find that the achievable rate of the user can be increased by increasing its weighting κi .
Let us look at the case of a delay sensitive application such
as VoIP. If the present delay for the flow is di and the required
maximum delay is dmax then a typical priority function is

−1
di
p i = µi 1 −
.
(13)
dmax
In this case the metric of concern is di and the lower this
value the better the quality of the call. Note that the second
component on the right is what we have been calling a barrier
function as its aim is to prevent the delay from exceeding its
maximum value. Again, if we apply some weighting κi and
assume that the limiting priority p̄ has been achieved, then we
have


κ i µi
(14)
di = dmax 1 −
p̄
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and again we find that as the priority weighting for the user is
increased, its performance is improved through a lowering of di .
Hence, we can differentiate the degree of QoS conformance
for different users by varying the weighting κi that is applied
to their priority computed in the scheduler. This notion will be
used to offer different pricing plans, as discussed in the next
section, and works for any of the QoS metrics defined for 4G
networks. By using different priority weights, we can provide
differential performance treatment to different users.
The duration over which services are used must also be taken
into account when charging. At present this is taken into account
separately for voice and for data by having data caps for different data plans and having caps on voice minute usage for voice
plans. In the present networks, data is typically carried over an
LTE network but voice is still carried over 3G networks such
as WCDMA or GSM and so this charging approach works well
since delay sensitive voice (priced based on duration) is treated
separately to delay tolerant data (priced based on transferred
bits). Once operators start providing voice service over LTE
(e.g., with VoLTE) then voice and data packets are no longer
easily distinguishable. Furthermore, different constraints (and
hence different quality of experience) may be applied to different versions of the same service. For example, one may choose
a best effort flow for Skype service or a delay sensitive flow for
VoLTE. Hence, charging for voice services will become more
complicated.
Again note that the transmitted bits per resource for voice is
much lower than for data, since the former has a constraint on
delay. Let ρv denote the average transmission rate over a RB for
voice transmissions and ρd be the rate for data transmissions. If
rv is the throughput for the voice application, then a good estimate for the data throughput that could have been achieved if
the resources were used by the mobile for a delay tolerant application would be (rv ρd /ρv ). One could then use this throughput
estimate in computing the data usage for the user and in this way
a single data cap is used for all services.
B. Sample Subscription Plan
On the basis of the arguments provided in the previous sections, we provide an example of a simple pricing plan. Consider the case of 3 user service classes namely Bronze, Silver,
and Gold. By providing different priority weighting factors, we
can provide different levels of service to each of these classes.
For example, a priority weighting factor of κ = 1 can be used
for Bronze users, κ = 2 for Silver users and κ = 3 for Gold
users. Consider a Bronze and a Silver user. Suppose that both
are running applications that require best effort service and that a
proportional fair priority function is used for each flow. Furthermore, assume that they each have comparable achievable rates
(i.e. radio conditions). In steady state we have
p̄ =

2µ
rsilver

=

1µ
rbronze

(15)

and so the ratio of the throughput of the Silver user to that
of the Bronze user is simply the ratio of their priority weights
2. Hence, on average the Silver user will achieve twice the
throughput than that of the Bronze user (with both in similar
radio conditions).
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Similarly, if they were both running the same delay sensitive
application then the ratio of their average delays is given by
p̄ =

dmax (1 − 2µ/p̄)
.
dmax (1 − 1µ/p̄)

(16)

and so the Silver user experiences lower delays on average. For
example, if we try to achieve an average delay of 2dmax /3 for a
bronze user for acceptable performance then the corresponding
average delay for the silver user will be dmax /3 or half the delay
of the bronze user. User subscriptions are priced proportionally
to their priority weights κ and achieve performances comparable
to the paid subscription rate.
C. Service Boost Provisioning
There are occasions when a user may desire better performance than provided by their base subscription plan. To address
such a situation, we also propose a performance boost mechanism whereby a user can temporarily request an increase in service level (e.g., from Bronze to Silver or from Silver to Gold) in
order to run an application with greater performance demands.
The boost provisioning mechanism has been depicted in Fig. 1.
When a user makes such a request, the weighting factor κ is
determined according to the base subscription plan of the user.
Using this value of κ, the priority is calculated. To determine
whether the requested boost can be granted or not, the average
priority is calculated and compared to some priority threshold.
If the average priority is still less than the threshold then the
boost is granted. However, if it is greater than or equal to the
threshold, the boost request is denied. That is, if sufficient resources are available, the user is boosted to the higher level for
the period of time requested. The user is then billed additionally
based on the level to which they were boosted as well as the duration of time requested. Naturally the price rate for this boost
will be higher than the rate charged for the basic subscription for
the same class. For example, a normal user whose primary interest is web surfing and email may initially subscribe to a Bronze
plan. If at any point of time they need to make a Skype call they
can request a boost to the Gold priority weighting and specify
the duration of this request. In order to determine whether the
user can be boosted without significantly impacting other users,
we must determine the present loading. This is where we use
the average priority of served users p̄ to make this decision. For
example, if p̄ < pt then requested boosts can be accommodated
otherwise they are refused. Naturally additional thresholds can
be set and more fine tuned controls can be implemented.
D. Zero-Rated Applications
In addition to properly charging users for the resources they
utilize, we can also take into account zero-rated applications.
Zero-rated applications are provided free of charge by network
operators. Such applications, also known as toll-free applications, are becoming popular in a number of countries. According
to [14], nearly 45 percent of operators worldwide are currently
providing at least one zero-rated application to their subscribers.
Such applications are either data intensive involving streaming
media or other core applications including text-based applications or social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and Wikipedia).
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Fig. 1. Boost request process.

The main motive behind providing zero-rated applications is to
earn more revenue by attracting more users. In some cases the
content provider pays the operator for providing the zero-rated
application to its customers. Such data is commonly known
as sponsored data [15]. In this way, the operator earns from
the payment provided by the content provider and the content
provider in turn earns revenue through indirect means such as
advertisements.
Although the main motive behind providing such zero-rated
applications is to increase the revenue for the ISP or the content provider, such data allowances or zero price schemes can
increase the load on the system which can affect overall performance. In our proposed solution the operator can provide low
priority to such applications while maintaining an acceptable
service quality for the paid or premium applications even during high loads. The operator can fix upper and lower threshold
values, denoted by pmax and pmin respectively. Once the congestion metric exceeds the upper threshold a very small weighting κ is applied to all zero-rated application bearers and once
the average priority drops below pmin then this factor can be
removed. Note that in the case of LTE networks [16] there can
be more than one dedicated bearer attached to each user. In this
way, by monitoring the load using the proposed congestion detection metric the operator can adjust the priority of zero-rated
applications dynamically and thereby manage the load in the
system.
E. Related Work
There are a number of static and dynamic pricing schemes
that have been proposed in the literature [17]. In case of

static pricing schemes (e.g., flat rate pricing, usage-based pricing, time-of-day pricing, etc.), prices change after a relatively
long time period and so offered prices do not vary with respect to network congestion levels. Even though some pricing
schemes such as Paris metro pricing [18], [19] support differentiated service classes, our proposed pricing method (i.e., applying scheduling weights based on subscription plan) provides a
higher level of flexibility by allowing the users to request for a
higher service class (boosting) only when the need arises. This
not only helps in cost savings for the customer but also helps to
control network congestion.
Another advantage of our proposal is reduced complexity. For
example, in the case of the dynamic priority pricing scheme in
[20], the user service requests are modeled as a stochastic process and network nodes as priority queues. Every incoming user
request has an instantaneous value for the service and a corresponding linear rate of decay to capture the delay cost. This
pricing model is based on achieving equilibrium which is rare
in cellular networks due to fluctuating channel conditions. In
contrast, the boosting decisions and the service class differentiation in our proposed pricing model depends on the congestion
metric that we have defined in the previous sections, and it is relatively simpler to monitor and implement. In [21], a variant of
usage-based pricing, users are charged based on a self-specified
peak, mean traffic rates, the observed mean rate and the duration
of each connection. While effective bandwidth pricing is fairly
simple, it requires the users to know, or estimate, the peak and
mean rates of each connection and an explicit bandwidth formula is required. In case of our proposed pricing plan, the user
does not need to explicitly specify his requirements in terms of
network parameters and can choose the service plan based on
his general usage behavior. A corporate user, who frequently
has to make Skype calls, may need to subscribe for a gold plan,
while for the average user, whose primary interest is browsing
and chatting, a bronze plan may be sufficient. The key point that
makes our pricing strategy different from traditional QoS based
pricing models is the flexibility to switch to a higher service plan
on request.
IV. OTHER APPLICATIONS
A. Offloading Data from Cellular to Wi-Fi
Due to the ever increasing volume of mobile data traffic, as
discussed in Section I, the available spectrum is getting exhausted. Although the operators can handle the capacity for a
few more years the demand is ultimately going to exceed the
available spectrum. One approach to alleviating network congestion and enhancing QoS is mobile data offloading. As projected by the Cisco VNI [1], by the end of 2016, more than half
of mobile data traffic will be offloaded to Wi-Fi networks and
femtocells. Benefits of mobile data offloading include better energy efficiency, reduced cost and performance gains achieved by
the more efficient use of available resources. Offloading can either be initiated by the user for cost control or performance or
by the operator to manage network congestion.
A number of algorithms have been proposed in the literature
for efficient data offloading such as those in [22]–[25]. Decisions may be based on energy efficiency considerations for the
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mobile devices [26], or on machine learning based schedulers
[27] or, in some cases, temporal techniques such as delayed offloading. In the latter case the data transfer has an associated
delay deadline and the transfer can be resumed whenever the
mobile node enters WiFi coverage. In addition, [28] focuses
on delay tolerant networking systems and offloading decisions
are based on whether the content to be offloaded falls within a
specific category. Some other techniques such as offloading via
opportunistic communication have also been proposed as low
cost solutions where the content from the application providers
is delivered to a small group of target users and this information
can be relayed to other nodes in proximity using WiFi or bluetooth networks. However, such techniques are challenging due
to the heterogeneous, time variant nature of user requirements
[29].
In cases where offloading is initiated by the cellular provider
our proposed metric can be used to trigger offloading. As described in Section II, the average priority over all users indicates the load on the system at any given point in time. Similar
to the case of zero rated applications as described in Section
III, the operator can define upper and lower threshold values as
pmax and pmin , respectively. When the value of the load metric
crosses the lower threshold (i.e. when p̄ > pmin ) a congestion
warning is generated and appropriate actions taken (e.g., by adjusting user scheduling weights). If congestion continues then
when p̄ > pmax data offloading should be triggered.
B. Monitoring User Satisfaction
Network performance monitoring is very important not only
from the network management point of view but also from the
user perspective. Service providers or network operators often
use QoS based parameters such as throughput, delay, packet
loss, jitter, etc., for assessing network quality. On the other hand,
users are more concerned with the quality of experience (QoE)
which is more subjective than QoS and is assessed in terms of
non-technical parameters such as fast network connection, reasonable response time, etc. From the end user point of view, the
technical network parameters might be unimportant and indistinguishable. There are a number of web-based network performance monitoring tools available to users [30]–[33]. These tools
mainly rely on the measurement of parameters such as delay,
throughput, etc. but they do not capture the user experience performance. The proposed load detection metric can provide the
user with information regarding the level of service they are receiving at any particular instant of time. It provides the amount
of resources available and hence reflects the user QoE. Whenever a user is served, or allocated some resources, its priority
function will decrease and when it is not served, the priority increases. The net result is that all users approach some common
value which changes as the load on the system changes. Hence,
by monitoring the average of the priority of the served users over
time, one can monitor the perceived user experience.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide the framework used for our simulations followed by the results for some illustrative examples.
First, we illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed load metric.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.
A. Congestion detection metric
Number of UEs
Scheduling algorithm
Target bit rate
B. Service boosting
Number of UEs
Cell radius
Common parameters
Number of eNodeBs
Mobility model
Propagation model
Simulation time

4 to 160
PSS and PF
250 Mbps (first use case) and variable
(second use case)
50
50 meters
1
Constant position mobility model
Friis spectrum propagation model
10 seconds

We then illustrate the performance boosting feature described in
Section III. Although the proposed metric is applicable to different wireless networks supporting QoS, the simulations were carried out for cellular networks. The simulations were performed
using the LTE module of the network simulator-3 (NS-3) [34],
which has been designed to support the evaluation of various
aspects of LTE systems including radio resource management,
QoS-aware packet scheduling, inter-cell interference coordination and dynamic spectrum access. The simulation parameters
are summarized in Table 1. To illustrate the congestion metric,
the the number of users and the target bit rate was varied dynamically, while for illustrating the service boosting, the number of
users was fixed.
A. The Congestion Detection Metric
In order to investigate the feasibility of using average priority
as a load metric in QoS-enabled wireless networks, the priority set scheduler (PSS), and a modified version of the traditional
proportional fair (PF) scheduler of the LTE model of NS-3 [35]
was used. The PSS scheduler was chosen because it is a QoS
aware medium access control (MAC) scheduler and hence appropriate for this purpose. PSS is a combination of time domain
and frequency domain packet schedulers and controls fairness
among the UEs by the target bit rate (TBR). In PSS, the frequency domain scheduler allocates resource block group (RBG)
k to the UE that has the maximum value of the chosen metric.
This metric is calculated using the proportional fair (PFsch) or
carrier over interference to average (CoIta) metric. The final
priority metric is the product of the CoIta metric, which is dependent on the SINR value, and the weight as defined in [35].
For the second example a modified version of the traditional PF
scheduler of the NS-3 LTE model was used. In this case, the
utility function is defined in terms of the past throughput performance achieved by a user and its QCI class/priority as defined
by the dedicated bearer between the UE and the eNodeB. In LTE
networks QoS is implemented between the user equipment (UE)
and packet data network (PDN) Gateway with the help of a set
of bearers. In the case of the traditional PF algorithm, the priority metric is the ratio of the achievable rate (represented by the
channel quality index) of the user and the average user throughput. This provides some degree of fairness but does not take
into account the QoS requirements. We have modified the PF
algorithm to include the QCI class information in the priority
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calculation. This priority is defined as a function of throughput
but it can also be defined in terms of delay depending on which
QoS metric is of concern for the flow. The resource block is
allocated to the user with the highest priority.
To simulate the load in the system, two use cases were taken
into consideration for both schedulers (PSS and PF). For the first
use case, the number of UEs was increased dynamically to increase the load on the system, and the priority metric (CoIta
metric×weight for PSS scheduler) and ((achievable bit rate/past
throughput)×weight for PF scheduler) was monitored. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the PSS and PF schedulers, respectively. As the number of users increases, the system
gets congested. The graphs clearly indicate that as the number of
users increases the average priority increases in both the cases.
In the second use case the target bit rate (TBR) was increased
while keeping the number of users constant. As the target bit
rate increases the priority of the users will also increase as both
schedulers attempt to satisfy the specified TBR to support the
QoS. Hence the system load increases with increased TBR. The
TBR was varied from 50 Mbps to 500 Mbps and the number
of UEs was kept constant at 50. The results for both PSS and
the modified PF scheduler are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. The system starts detecting heavy load at around
200 Mbps and thereafter the average priority increases almost
linearly.
B. Service Boosting
In this section we illustrate the proposed on-demand service
boosting feature. While the users can choose their base service
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Fig. 5. Average priority vs. TBR for the PF scheduler.

plans depending on their general usage they may sometimes require a higher service quality for a given duration of time. We
simulate a fixed number of UEs in a single cell connected to a
single eNodeB. The simulation parameters are as defined in Table 1 (Part B), and the remaining parameters have been set to
default values (see [34] for detailed modeling assumptions). As
described earlier, the proportional fair MAC scheduler that was
provided with the LTE module [35] was modified to include the
priority weights κ that were described previously to differentiate users by subscription class. The weight κ, representing the
subscription plan, depends on the radio bearer defined between
the eNodeB and its attached UE. When a UE first connects to
the network, it is assigned the default bearer. The default bearer
provides best effort service. Dedicated bearers are then added to
support different QoS applications. Although mobility is not included explicitly, it is accounted for in the fading model used in
the simulation. Initially all mobile users are assigned bearers for
a Bronze subscription service with a weighting factor of κ = 1.
From time t = 10 to t = 35 s, one UE is boosted to the Silver
subscription level with κ = 2. The UE is reduced to the Bronze
class after this period.
The throughput and priority of a non-boosted user and the
boosted user are provided in Fig. 6. The upper plot shows the
variation of throughput for the two users. We can clearly see the
improved performance of the boosted user. In this scenario, the
non-boosted UE is in better radio conditions than the boosted
UE and so the ratio of throughput is not 2 as in the case of our
numerical example. Note the instantaneous rise in throughput of
the boosted user before settling down to its steady state boosted
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QoS-based pricing strategy. This congestion metric is based on
information that is already computed by the QoS-based schedulers. In order to provide class based subscription services, we
introduced weights, based on subscription class, that are applied
to each user’s priority value during the scheduling process. We
also introduced the notion of service boosting whereby a user
can request, and pay for, increased performance beyond what is
provided by their paid subscription plan. In order to do this, one
needs to ensure that sufficient resources are available to provide
the boost while maintaining QoS guarantees to all other users.
Again the proposed metric can be used for this purpose. We
illustrated our proposed methods through simulations. Future
work will entail simulations for a wider range of use cases and
the introduction of additional pricing plans to accommodate the
wide range of applications being offered in today’s networks.
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